
REIMAGINING   TRADITIONAL   TALES 
A Workshop offered by Laura Deal 

For Story Crossroads – All Things Story – Virtual Workshop Series 

Things to consider when choosing your story 

 

What kinds of stories work best?  

➢ Traditional folk and fairy tales with wide cultural reach. (Cinderella, The Frog Prince) 

➢ Tales of ordinary humans, beggars, fools (Seven Foolish Fishermen) 

➢ Less widely known stories that have versions from all over the world (Peddler of Swaffham) 

 

What kinds of stories don't work as well? 

➢ Creation and sacred stories 

➢ Stories specific to a culture 

➢ Stories with iconic figures like Paul Bunyan 

➢ Stories about historical figures 

 

Elements to play with when reimagining your story 

 

➢ Plot—What are the “bones” of the story? How flexible can the structure be? 

➢ Setting – Time and Place 

➢ Character 
o Point of View Character  
o Qualities of the Character 
o Goals, Motivations, and Conflicts of the Character 
o Gender and Gendered Expectations of Character’s behavior 

➢ Tropes (Wicked stepmother, Enchantment, etc.) 

➢ Theme--What is the story’s main message, or what idea is it built on? 

➢ Mood and Voice 

 

Other Questions you can ask yourself about your story 

➢ What happens before the story usually begins? 

➢ What happens after the story usually ends? 

 

 

 



Story Outlines to Play With 

 
#1          Person meets an animal who claims to be enchanted 

 Enchanted being does a favor for person in exchange for promise to do a favor in return 

 Person avoids returning favor but then follows through on promise 

 Enchanted being transforms 

 

 #2         There are two siblings, one obedient and hardworking, one disobedient and lazy 

 “Good” sibling goes on a quest, helps others along the way, is helped in return 

 “Bad” sibling goes on same quest hoping for same reward, but doesn’t help others and things  

go wrong 

 

#3          A thoughtless human breaks into the home of an animal family 

 The human accidentally breaks things belonging to 3 members of the family  

  (for example, Papa, Mama, and Baby) 

 The animal family discovers the thoughtless human and reacts 

 

#4          A young person goes on an errand for their parent to sell something 

 Young person trades for something of apparently little value 

 Overnight, the valueless thing becomes a path to another land 

 Young person takes the path and discovers treasure 

 Young person struggles to obtain treasure 

 Young person brings treasure home to parent 

 

#5          A person has a dream that instructs them to do a thing in order to find treasure 

 The person follows the dream’s instructions 

 The dream appears false 

 Person returns home, finds treasure 

 

#6          A person wishes for improvement (a better house, more power) 

 The wish is granted, but the person isn’t satisfied 

 [Repeat several times wish for something even better/dissatisfied] 

 Eventually, the person isn’t granted the wish and goes back to original state,  

  or wishes to return to original state 

************************************************************************************* 
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Examples of Reimagined Tales: 

 

Tex Buys a Dream https://storystorypodcast.com/episodethirtynine/ 

 

Wolfskin (One-Eyed Jack meets Little Red Riding Hood) https://youtu.be/ZTXEnpWF3Mc 
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